Using benzene sandwiched between two Au leads as a model system, we investigate from first principles the change in molecular conductance caused by different atomic structures around the metal-molecule contact. Our motivation is the variable situations that may arise in break junction experiments; our approach is a combined density functional theory and Green function technique. We focus on effects caused by ͑1͒ the presence of an additional Au atom at the contact and ͑2͒ possible changes in the molecule-lead separation. The effects of contact atomic relaxation and two different lead orientations are fully considered. We find that the presence of an additional Au atom at each of the two contacts will increase the equilibrium conductance by up to two orders of magnitude regardless of either the lead orientation or different group-VI anchoring atoms. This is due to a resonance peak near the Fermi energy from the lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbital. In the nonequilibrium properties, the resonance peak manifests itself in a negative differential conductance. We find that the dependence of the equilibrium conductance on the molecule-lead separation can be quite subtle: either very weak or very strong depending on the separation regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding electron transport through nanoscale junctions or molecular devices connected to metallic electrodes may be the basis of future molecular electronics technology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] One of the critical issues in this regard is to construct contact structures which can provide both useful stability and high contact transparency.
In many recent experiments, 3, [6] [7] [8] Au electrodes were used as leads for transport measurements because of the high conductivity, stability, and well-defined fabrication techniques involved. A common way to construct a leadmolecule-lead ͑LML͒ system is by using a break junction. These can be made either through electromigration [9] [10] [11] [12] or through direct mechanical means [6] [7] [8] 13 ͓i.e., mechanically controllable break junction ͑MCB͔͒. In these break-junction experiments the detailed atomic structure of the moleculelead contacts of a LML system is unknown. In fact, because of the atomic scale roughness of the break surface, different atomic scale structures of the contact may occur in different experiments. Up to now, it has been difficult to investigate and control experimentally the detailed contact atomic structure and find out its influence on the electron transport through a molecular device. Here theoretical modeling/ simulation free from empirical parameters may play an important role in understanding, interpreting observed experimental behaviors, or doing predesigns for good contact structures.
Because of the need for an atomic scale description, ab initio density functional theory ͑DFT͒ ͑Refs. 14 and 15͒ is a natural approach to molecular electronics. One route works explicitly with scattering states via the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. [16] [17] [18] [19] The more common method, however, is to combine DFT using a localized basis set for molecular electronic structure with the nonequilibrium Green function method ͑NEGF͒ ͑Refs. 20 and 21͒ for electron transport. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] In this method some parts of the electrodes of a LML system can be included in the device region to form an "extended molecule," and therefore the specific contact atomic structure and relaxation can be fully considered in principle although in practice the atomic structure is usually predetermined to avoid the heavy computational effort. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] In the implementations of this approach, some researchers 23, 24, 26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] adopted quantum chemistry methods for the DFT calculation in which a cluster geometry is used for the device region, while others 22, 25, 27, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] used a periodic geometry ͑as in solid state physics͒ for the device region. The advantages of the latter are that the electronic structure of the device region and the two leads can be easily treated on the same footing and the infinite LML system is nearly perfect in geometry without any artificially introduced surface effect and scattering.
Previously we developed a self-consistent approach within the DFT+ NEGF method for calculating electron transport through molecular devices. 27 Our approach is simple while strict: the nonequilibrium condition under a bias is fully included in the NEGF rather than the DFT part. Therefore, it is straightforward to combine with any electronic structure method that uses a localized basis set. More importantly, in this way we avoid the problem of solving for the Hartree potential under a bias field with unphysical potential jumps at the two boundaries of the DFT supercell. In our method large parts of the two metallic leads of a system are included in the device region so that the molecule-lead interactions ͑including electron transfer and atomic relaxation͒ are fully included, and the electronic structures of the molecule and the two leads are treated exactly on the same footing.
Based on this method, here we report an investigation of the molecular conductance of benzene connected to two Au leads with finite cross section. At each step, the reasonability of the present systematic results are discussed in comparison with the prior results from Xue and Ratner 29, 30 for an unrelaxed S-anchored Au͑111͒ system and from Di Ventra, et al. 18, 41 who used a jellium model. We focus on the effects of changing the atomic structure around the contacts, including the presence of an additional Au atom and changes in the molecule-lead separation, both of which are simple but important situations in break-junction experiments. In our calculation the effects of contact atomic relaxation and different lead orientations are fully considered. Also considered are different group-VI anchoring atoms. Our calculations show a dramatic effect of contact atomic configuration on electron transport through the molecule: an additional Au atom at the contacts can increase the equilibrium conductance by two orders of magnitude due to a resonance peak around the Fermi energy from the lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒. We find that the dependence of the equilibrium conductance on the molecule-lead separation can be complicated: either very weak or very strong depending on the separation regime.
II. SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The systems we have studied consist of a benzene molecule connected to two Au leads of finite cross-section through a S atom located at the hollow site of the Au͑001͒ or Au͑111͒ surface. While the use of leads with a finite cross section is more efficient in our method it is an approximation to real experimental situations. In MCB technique a metal wire is elongated and broken by the bending of the substrate. Experiments 13, 42 have shown that well before a metal wire breaks a very thin bridge region is formed which contributes only several G 0 ͑=2e 2 / h, conductance quantum͒ of conductance to the wire. This means that in a real LML system the molecule is usually connected to a very thin nanowire which is then connected to the extended part of the metal lead. Therefore the real experimental situation is between the following two limits: a lead of thin nanowire and a lead of infinitely wide surface. In this paper we adopt the former limit and the width of the Au leads is set to be 2 ͱ 2 ϫ 2 ͱ 2 for the ͑001͒ lead and 2 ϫ 2 for the ͑111͒ lead. To see the possible effect of the small width on the results we also carry out calculations using wider leads: 3 ͱ 2 ϫ 3 ͱ 2 and 4 ͱ 2 ϫ 4 ͱ 2 for ͑001͒, 3ϫ 3 and 4 ϫ 4 for ͑111͒.
To investigate the role of contact atomic structure, here we consider a very simple but possible situation: the presence of an additional Au atom at either one or both contacts, denoted by 1Au and 2Au, respectively. We use the structural label ͑001͒គ1Au, for instance, to denote the system with the Au͑001͒ leads and an additional Au atom at one of its contacts. To show the effect of change in the molecule-lead separation, we change rigidly ͑i.e., without any further structure relaxation͒ the contact Au-S distance ͑d Au-S ͒ in the vertical direction. The purpose of all these considerations is to simulate possible situations in break-junction experiments in which different contact atomic structures may occur because of atomic fluctuations on the break surfaces and the molecule-lead separation can be adjusted by the MCB technique. To show the effect of contact atomic relaxation, we calculate the electron transmission for two independent cases: ͑1͒ Atoms in the leads are fixed at their bulk positions, and the molecule is fixed at the optimized structure of the isolated molecule with the dangling bond on the S atom saturated by an Au atom. The distance between the S atom and the Au surface, however, is optimized. This structure is called "unrelaxed." ͑2͒ The structure of the molecule, the first two atomic layers of the lead surfaces, as well as the molecule-lead separation are fully relaxed. The in-plane position of the S atom is, however, fixed at the hollow site. This structure is called "relaxed;" the structure of the relaxed systems are shown in Fig. 1 .
We use the efficient full DFT package SIESTA ͑Ref. 43͒ to do the electronic structure calculation. It adopts a finiterange numerical basis set and makes use of pseudopotentials for the atomic cores. We adopt a high level double plus polarization ͑DZP͒ basis set for all atomic species. The PBE version of the generalized gradient approximation ͑Ref. 44͒ is adopted for the electron exchange and correlation, and optimized Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials ͑Ref. 45͒ are used for the atomic cores. The atomic structure of the relaxed systems are optimized until the maximum residual force on all atoms is less than 0.02 eV/ Å.
For the transport calculation, we divide an infinite LML system into three parts: left lead L, right lead R, and device region C which contains the molecule and large parts of the left and right leads, as shown in Fig. 1 , so that the moleculelead interactions can be fully accommodated. Under a bias V b the region C will be driven out of equilibrium. We have developed a simple while strict full self-consistent approach 27 to handle a steady state bias: The bias is included through the density matrix of the region C ͑D C ͒ in the Green function calculation instead of the potential ͑H C ͒ in the DFT part. Specifically, we calculate D C under the boundary condition that there is a potential difference V b between the left side of region C ͑together with the left lead͒ and the right side of C ͑together with the right lead͒,
where G C ͑E͒ is the retarded Green function of region C ͑in which all the potential shifts are included 27 ͒, f is the Fermi function, and L and R the chemical potentials of the leads. ⌫ L ͑E͒ and ⌫ R ͑E͒ reflect the coupling at energy E between the C region and the leads L and R. The self-consistent loop is→ 27 The electron transmission through C is then related to Green functions by
͑2͒
Note how V b again appears in ⌫ here. Finally, the steadystate current is obtained by simply integrating the transmission over the energy window.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium transmission and electron transfer
In Fig. 2 we show the transmission functions for both the unrelaxed and the relaxed systems. The calculated values of equilibrium conductance are given in Table I , together with the molecule-lead electron transfer determined by a Mulliken population analysis ͑a positive value means electrons are transfered from the Au leads to the molecule, including the two S atoms͒.
Because we use the bulk Au structure for the leads in the unrelaxed cases, the contact atomic relaxation consists of two parts: ͑1͒ the relaxation of the bare Au lead with respect to its bulk structure, and ͑2͒ the relaxation of both the leads and the molecule induced by the molecule-lead interaction.
Our calculations of optimized atomic structure show that both parts are very small, as can be seen in Fig. 1 . The small relaxation of the bare Au leads is consistent with the very small surface relaxation of unreconstructed infinite Au surfaces. The small molecule-lead relaxation is understandable because the hollow site corresponds to a bulk atomic position, and so the absorption of a S atom will not markedly change the directional binding of the surface. Because the contact atomic relaxation is very small, its effect on electron transmission is only minor: as seen in Fig. 2 and Table I , the induced change in equilibrium conductance is less than 100%. The very small molecule-lead relaxation justifies the reasonability of changing rigidly d Au-S for simulating the change in the molecule-lead separation.
The results in Table I show that if there is no additional Au atom at the contacts ͑0Au systems͒, the Au͑001͒ lead yields a larger conductance than Au͑111͒. This may be understood by considering the contact atomic configuration in the two cases: the S atom touches four Au atoms on the Au͑001͒ surface ͓see Fig. 1͑g͔͒ but only three on Au͑111͒ ͓see Fig. 1͑h͔͒ . Note that this difference in conductance is significantly reduced by adding additional Au atoms to the contacts. This is obvious according to the above analysis: the additional Au atom reduces the structural difference for electron transport between the Au͑001͒ and Au͑111͒ contacts. Another difference between the two lead orientations is in the overall structure of T͑E͒, as shown in Fig. 2: The T͑E͒ 
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functions of the Au͑111͒ systems have more sharp structures than those of the Au͑001͒ systems. This difference is related to the thinner Au͑111͒ lead and its much lower symmetry. This behavior of the Au͑111͒ lead has also been found in other calculations. 25 The introduction of Au atoms to the contacts causes a dramatic change in the conductance of the system. The calculated values of equilibrium conductance in Table I show that an additional Au atom at both contacts increases the conductance by a factor of 14 for the Au͑001͒ lead and 61 for Au͑111͒. From the calculated transmission functions in Fig.  2 , we see clearly that the two additional Au atoms produce a large resonance around the Fermi energy. It will be shown later that this originates from the LUMO level of the isolated molecule ͑i.e., S -C 6 H 4 -S͒. The driving forces causing the resonance peak are the molecule-lead electron transfer and coupling. As seen in Table I , the introduction of the two additional Au atoms changes the sign of the electron transfer so that more electrons are transferred from the leads to the molecule, finally causing the ͑broadened͒ molecular LUMO level to line up with the chemical potential of the leads. This point will be confirmed directly later. To show more clearly the difference between the systems with and without the additional Au atoms we show in Fig. 3 the local density of states within the energy window ͓−0.05, + 0.05͔ around the Fermi energy for the systems ͑001͒គ0Au and ͑001͒គ2Au. The two additional Au atoms clearly lead to a conductance channel in the ͑001͒គ2Au system which is absent in the ͑001͒គ0Au case. Note that the spatial shape of the density of states on the molecule indicates that the channel is formed from the LUMO level. When we add the Au to only one of the two contacts ͓see the atomic structures in Fig. 1͑e͒ and 1͑f͔͒, the increase in conductance is only minor ͑see the rows with label "1Au" in Table I͒ , especially for the Au͑001͒ lead, indicating that the electron transmission through the molecule is then choked off by the less transparent contact.
In order to check possible influences of the small lead width on these results, we carried out further calculations using the following wider leads: 3 ͱ 2 ϫ 3 ͱ 2 and 4 ͱ 2 ϫ 4 ͱ 2 for ͑001͒, 3ϫ 3 and 4 ϫ 4 for ͑111͒. Here we adopted the unrelaxed structures as described previously and a smaller basis set, single plus polarization ͑SZP͒, to reduce the much larger computational effort. The results are list in Table  II . To have a consistent comparison, in Table II we also list the results from the small-basis-set calculation for the small leads. As can be seen, the basis set effect is quite small except for the ͑001͒គ2Au system, for which the DZP basis set gives a conductance two times larger than the SZP result. For the same bais set ͑i.e., SZP͒ the wider leads give quantita- tively somewhat different results from the thinner leads, but the conclusion concerning the significant role of the additional Au atoms remains the same.
B. Other anchoring atoms
In order to examine whether this behavior is common for other group-VI anchoring atoms, we carry out the same calculation for systems having similar geometry but anchored by Se and Te atoms. The results of equilibrium conductance and molecule-lead electron transfer are listed in Table III . Clearly, the conclusions reached in the S-anchored systems also holds for the Se-and Te-anchored systems.
C. Dependence on molecule-lead separation
In MCB experiments the molecule-lead separation may not be at its equilibrium value but rather may be lengthened or compressed because of the mismatch between the molecular length and the junction break. To simulate this situation, here we calculate the equilibrium conductance as a function of the change in d Au-S ͑⌬d Au-S ͒ with regard to its equilibrium value for three systems: unrelaxed ͑001͒គ2Au, ͑001͒គ0Au, and relaxed ͑001͒គ1Au. For the first two cases, d Au-S of both contacts will be changed rigidly while maintaining the symmetry of the system, while for the third case only d Au-S of the contact without the additional Au atom will be changed rigidly. As mentioned previously, the very small moleculelead relaxation justifies this treatment. The results are shown in Fig. 4 .
There is a large resonance peak in the conductance curve for all three systems. For the ͑001͒គ2Au case, the equilibrium Au-S distance is very close to the position of the resonance peak, while for the other two systems the equilibrium Au-S distance is about 1.4 Å away from the position of the resonance peak. Along with the increase of ⌬d Au-S the amount of charge transferred from the leads to the molecule increases and reach its maximum around the resonance peak. If we assume the mechanism producing the resonance is the same for the three systems, then T͑E͒ at point C in Fig. 4͑b͒ should be similar to that at point A in Fig. 4͑a͒ , even though transmission at points A and B are very different ͓see Fig. 2͑b͒ and 2͑a͔͒. To check our point we plot the transmission function for point C in Fig. 4͑d͒ . It is clear that, as expected, this T͑E͒ is quite similar to that of Fig. 2͑b͒ .
Before continuing to investigate the mechanism of the resonance, we briefly pause to compare to previous calculations available for the S-anchored system. In Refs. 29 and 30, Xue and Ratner reported on a systematic calculation for the unrelaxed S គ ͑111͒ គ h system adopting a cluster method in which six Au atoms of each lead surface are included to form the extended molecule. They found that an additional Au atom introduced at each contact will increase significantly the equilibrium conductance and that this effect is quite similar to that from increasing the contact Au-S distance. Although there are some quantitative differences between the two sets of results, our results are consistent with their findings despite the fact that the techniques adopted in 2 / h͒ calculated by using the wider leads and the smaller basis set as mentioned in the text. For a consistent comparison, we also list the results from the small-bais-set calculation for the small leads. Note the same effect of adding additional Au atoms, as shown in Table I the two calculations are very different: ͑1͒ In our calculation both the lead and molecule are treated by DFT ͑Ref. 46͒ while in Refs. 29 and 30 the molecule is treated by DFT but the lead is treated by a tight-binding approach. ͑2͒ Periodic boundary conditions for DFT are used here with large parts of the leads ͑more than 45 Au atoms in each lead͒ included into the device region 47 while the cluster geometry is used in Refs. 29 and 30. On the other hand, in Ref. 41 Ventra, Lang, and Pantelides reported a systematic calculation of the conductance of the 1,4-dithiol-benzene molecule by using a jellium model for the Au lead. They found that the introduction of an additional Au atom at each contact will decrease significantly the equilibrium conductance. Although their calculation also shows the strong contact structure dependence of the molecular conductance, the result is qualitatively different from those of the DFT+ NEGF-based calculations with atomic leads. The reason for this discrpancy is so far not clear; one possibility might be the artificial scattering at the jellium-Au interface.
D. Resonance mechanism
In order to show more clearly the mechanism of the resonance peak around the Fermi energy and the modification in transport properties caused by changing the contact Au-S distance, we show in Fig. 5 contour plots of transmission coefficient as functions of energy and ⌬d Au-S for the three S-anchored systems, ͑001͒គ2Au, ͑001͒គ0Au, and ͑001͒គ1Au. For the ͑001͒គ2Au system, when the Au-S dis- FIG. 4 . Equilibrium conductance and lead-to-molecule electron transfer as functions of the change in Au-S distance ͑⌬d Au-S ͒, for ͑a͒ unrelaxed ͑001͒គ2Au system, ͑b͒ unrelaxed ͑001͒គ0Au system, and ͑c͒ relaxed ͑001͒គ1Au system. In ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ d Au-S of the two contacts is rigidly and symmetrically changed, while in ͑c͒ only d Au-S of the contact without the additional Au is rigidly changed. The transmission function for point C is shown in ͑d͒, while those for points A and B are already shown in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑a͒, respectively. Note the large resonance conductance peak in panels ͑a͒-͑c͒ accompanied by significant electron transfer to the molecule. The similarity of ͑d͒ to Fig. 2͑b͒ shows that increased Au-S separation has an effect comparable to that of the extra Au atoms.
FIG. 5. Contour plots of transmission as a function of both energy and
⌬d Au-S for ͑a͒ unrelaxed ͑001͒គ2Au system, ͑b͒ unrelaxed ͑001͒គ0Au system, and ͑c͒ relaxed ͑001͒គ1Au system. The meaning of ⌬d Au-S is the same as in Fig. 4 . The contributions from the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the isolated molecule ͑S-C 6 H 4 -S͒ are indicated in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒.
tance is large ͑⌬d Au-S Ͼ 1.0 Å͒ there are three energies in the energy window which contribute to the electron transmission. Comparison with the level structure of the isolated molecule ͑S-C 6 H 4 -S͒ shows that these three energies correspond to the LUMO, highest energy occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒, and HOMO-1 of the isolated molecule, respectively. As ⌬d Au-S decreases, the increasing moleculelead coupling broadens these three levels. The two HOMO states shifts gradually to lower energies as well. It is clear that the resonance peak around ⌬d Au-S = 0.2 Å in Fig. 4͑a͒ originates from the ͑broadened͒ LUMO contribution.
For the ͑001͒គ0Au case and large Au-S distance ͑⌬d Au-S Ͼ 1.4 Å͒, the result is completely similar to that for the ͑001͒គ2Au system. This is a further indication that the two resonance peaks in Fig. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ have the same character, as we already argued from the similarity T͑E͒ in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 4͑d͒ . The role of the two additional Au atoms at the contacts is equivalent to that from increasing the surface-S distance. As ⌬d Au-S is decreased to smaller than 1.0 Å the strong molecule-lead coupling changes significantly the local electronic structure, and we cannot distinguish the individual contribution from the molecular orbitals anymore. Finally, at ⌬d Au-S = 0.0 Å the transmission function becomes totally different from that for large ⌬d Au-S , as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ .
An interesting thing we should notice in Fig. 5͑b͒ is that within the large range of ⌬d Au-S ϳ 0 -1 Å the equilibrium conductance is actually very insensitive to the Au-S distance. This indicates that the molecule-lead separation dependence of the equilibrium conductance can be quite complicated: it can be either very strong ͑for large ⌬d Au-S ͒ or very weak ͑for small ⌬d Au-S ͒.
For the ͑001͒គ1Au system, because of the strong coupling on the left side ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ we cannot recognize the individual contributions from the molecular orbitals in Fig.  5͑b͒ even for large ⌬d Au-S . However, there is a similar LUMO-like contribution to the resonance peak in Fig. 4͑c͒ , and the equilibrium conductance is also insensitive to the Au-S distance for ⌬d Au-S ϳ 0 -1 Å. This indicates that the total electron transmission is dominated by the weakly coupled contact.
E. I-V curve
The large resonance peak in the equilibrium transmission function around the Fermi energy suggests the possibility of negative differential conductance when a bias voltage is applied. We would like to show this explicitly. In order to avoid the large computational effort for the I-V curve of this system, we use a similar but slightly smaller system. The structure and equilibrium transmission function of the small system are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, the cross section of the lead here is smaller than that shown in Fig. 1͑g͒ ͑i.e., the atoms in the surface layers in Fig. 1͑g͒ are removed͒. It can be seen that its transmission function is somewhat different from that of the large system, but the feature of the large resonance peak around the Fermi energy is the same. The calculated I-V curve given in Fig. 6 shows clearly a large negative differential conductance around V b ϳ 0.2-0.5 V.
We would like to say that the use of the extremely thin lead may have some artificial effects on the result because in this case almost all the atoms in the leads are surface atoms and the screening is certainly not good, therefore, the result may not be quantitatively reliable. However, as we have shown above, the main features of the T͑E͒ function around the Fermi energy are still captured by using this very thin lead, so we can expect that the result here is still qualitatively meaningful.
IV. SUMMARY
By using a density functional theory calculation for molecular electronic structure and a Green function method for electron transport, we have calculated from first principles the molecular conductance of benzene sandwiched between two Au leads in different ways. In our calculation, the effects of contact atomic relaxation, two different lead orientations, and different anchoring atoms are fully considered. We focused on the effects of the change in atomic structure around the contacts, including the presence of an additional Au atom and changes in the molecule-lead separation, as an effort to simulate possible situations in break-junction experiments. Our findings are the following.
͑1͒ The presence of an additional Au atom at each of the two contacts can increase the equilibrium conductance by one to two orders of magnitude regardless of the contact atomic structure or group-VI anchoring atom. The mechanism is the creation of a LUMO-like resonance peak around the Fermi energy, which also leads to negative differential conductance under applied bias.
͑2͒ The presence of the additional Au atom at only one contact will give only a minor increase in conductance because the electron transmission is then choked off by the other nontransparent contact. ͑3͒ Because of the different molecule-lead coupling, the Au͑001͒ and Au͑111͒ leads will give different equilibrium conductances. This difference is significantly reduced by adding the additional Au atom at the contacts.
͑4͒ The dependence of the equilibrium conductance on the molecule-lead separation is subtle: it can range from either very weak to very strong depending on the separation regimes.
